HISTORIZATION YOU CAN TRUST

Modern enterprises pursue a range of strategic objectives. Growth, digitization, consolidation, and data protection are some of the more common goals. Internal hierarchies, IT structures, and regulations are constantly changing. Many applications become obsolete, yet their data must still be maintained. This presents a dilemma. Continuing to operate legacy systems often results in high costs, for instance for mandatory updates. And when a large enterprise decommissions a legacy system, it creates obligations that must be fulfilled for decades.

Managed Application Retirement Services (M.A.R.S.) is an end-to-end service for the historization of data from complex system landscapes. Legacy data are extracted from the application and the application logic is migrated to the new platform, ensuring quick and easy access to the data from anywhere.

Managed Application Retirement Services (M.A.R.S.)

- For the special requirements of mature system landscapes with SAP and non-SAP applications
- Structured process that uses a standardized project road map to migrate 100% of data and documents
- Highly secure platform with dedicated environments in a private cloud or the public cloud with fully managed, hands-off services
- Unique benefits including savings of up to 80%, data availability for over 30 years, and long-term EU GDPR and GoBD compliance. Automatic data deletion included.

LET’S GET STARTED

Proof of concept (max. 4 weeks)
- Historization of the legacy system data
- On-premise or in the open Telekom cloud
- All data is migrated
- Selected views and reports
- Technical testing
- Assessment of results
- User training
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